
AKUPANEL
Acoustic panels for slatwalls and slat ceilings

- produced in Denmark
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WE ARE
WOODUPP

We have created a
premium product
based on our passion for
sustainable production and a great
deal of expertise in wood.
Mads founded WoodUpp because of his 
great passion for wood (hence the name) 
and in 2018 he invented our famous 
Akupanel. All of our products are made 
at our factory in Ribe, which insures that 
each product that leaves the factory will 
live up to the high standards we have set 
for ourselves.4

We produce modern slatwalls 
and slat ceilings with our acoustic panels that 
are made of recycled plastic and wood from 
sustainable forestry. Our little factory is placed 
in Ribe from where we sell our products to the 
rest of the world.
 
We enable our customers to
create an amazing acoustic 
environment as well as
adding a modern
expression to the interior.
It can be in private homes as 
well as an office, a 
conference room, a store, 
hotels or other big, public 
buildings.
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PRODUKTSPECIFIKATIONER

BÆREDYGTIGHED
Alle vores produkter er fremstillet på vores fabrik i Ribe. 
Det sikrer, at hvert eneste produkt, der forlader fabrikken 
i Ribe, lever op til de enormt høje standarder, som vi har 
sat for os selv.

Lydklasse A

MODERN DESIGN 
THAT ABSORBS 
SOUND AND
REMOVES
REVERBERATION
With out Akupanels you can make a slatwall or a slat ceiling that fits
perfectly in line with the modern style.

Apart from the fact that it looks great, you will also get a slatwall or a slat 
ceiling in sound absorbtion class A. This means that reverberation will be 
removed so you will get a room with a healthy acoustic environment.
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Sound absorbtion class  A



Lydklasse A



ACOUSTICS
Are you having trouble hearing 
what your guests are saying?

Problems with bad acoustics 
are a big problem but with the 
sound dampening Akupanels 
you can create an acoustic
well-being for you, your family 
and your guests. 

There are two ways to mount the panels - either directly on the surface (sound
absorbtion class D) or on a formwork (battens) with mineral wool behind. 
If you choose to mount the panels on a formwork and insert mineral wool behind, 
you will achieve sound absorbtion class A.
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On the graph below you can see that the panel achieves an absorbtion coefficient 
at 1.0 at a frequency at 500 Hz. Loud speaking and “ordinary” noise in the home are 
at a frequency between 500 - 2,000Hz and as seen on the graph it is at this point the 
Akupanel is the most effective. 
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It’s super easy to
install the acoustic
panels. 
Choose whether to mount the panels directly on the wall or on battens 
with mineral wool behind it. It depends on how much you are in need of a 
sound dampening material in the room.

If you prefer to mount the acoustic panels directly on the wall, then you 
can just drive a screw directly through the felt and into the wall. When you 
mount the acoustic panels directly on the wall then you achieve sound 
absorption class D, which will significantly reduce the reverberation.

Another option is to mount the acoustic panels on a 45 mm. formwork/
battens with mineral wool behind the panels. When you do so, the panels 
achieve sound absorption class A which is the best possible sound class 
available.

You can easily cut the panels by using a wagtail (a normal saw), circular 
saw or a jigsaw. This also allows you to cut holes in the panel for electrical 
outlets and lighting in the slat ceiling.

Watch our mounting video on our
website under “How to”



MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS



PRODUKTSPECIFIKATIONER

BÆREDYGTIGHED
Alle vores produkter er fremstillet på vores fabrik i Ribe. 
Det sikrer, at hvert eneste produkt, der forlader fabrikken 
i Ribe, lever op til de enormt høje standarder, som vi har 
sat for os selv.

WE CARE FOR THE
PLANET.
We are all responsible for our environment. That is why we made a choice 
to base our products on sustainable and recyclable materials. The
beautiful acoustic felt is made from recycled plastic - primarily old
plastic bottles. In other words we transform a waste product into
something new, beautiful and useful so that it doesn’t end up in the seas.

In addition to this we always make sure only to use wood that 
comes from sustainable forestry. This means that the forest is
allowed to reproduce more trees than what is cut. Furthermore
the whole process goes on with great respect and consideration
for the nature. 
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WE CARE FOR THE
PLANET.



Lydklasse As

SLATWALLS
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A slat wall adds a modern
expression to the room
and reduces the
reverberation significantly.



Lydklasse As
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sLydklasse A

SLAT CEILINGS
A slat ceiling adds a modern
expression and reduces
reverberation in the room
drastically.
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sLydklasse A
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FIND MORE INSPIRATION ON

INSTAGRAM
@ WOODUPP_COM
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#mywoodupp



CONTACT
WoodUpp

Industrivej 53, 6760 Ribe, Denmark
Mail: pm@woodupp.com 

Phone: +45 78 74 02 02
www.woodupp.com

VAT: DK36924187


